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Trends for 2022: 

Alacriti

What trends do you think are most important for the credit unions and CUSO 
industry in 2022?

Payments modernization is happening at an incredibly rapid pace. Three areas 
that stand out in terms of impact on credit unions are ISO 20022, real-time 
payments, and the FedNow Service. 

The Increasing Importance of ISO 20022
Introduced in 2005, ISO 20022 is a globally accepted messaging standardiza-tion 
approach (methodology, process, repository) to be used by all financial stan-
dards initiatives as a common platform for the development of messages. To-
day, ISO 20022 is used by payment systems in over 70 countries. It is estimated to 
be the defacto standard for high-value payment systems of all reserve cur-ren-
cies, supporting 80% of global volumes and 87% of value of all global transi-tions 
in the coming years. Because of the SWIFT MT to MX conversion, more than 
9,000 banks globally had to migrate to that new platform to be compliant with 
ISO 20022 standards. This common language is an open standard for payments 
data and the expected future standard of fintech innovation and competition. 
ISO 20022 utilizes richer, higher quality data than other standards. This results in 
improved payment outcomes that allow for easy integration of systems and 
end-to-end automation. 

What does this mean for the U.S. market? In 2017, The Clearing House RTP net-
work was the first new central clearing and settlement system introduced that 
adopted ISO 20022. In addition, the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank has announced 
that it will also adopt ISO 20022 for its new FedNow Service payment rails and is 
migrating to the ISO 20022 standard for their real-time gross settlement (RTGS). 
Additionally, they will migrate its existing messaging formats to ISO 20022 by 2023. 
SWIFT has started migrating all cross-border and many payments onto ISO...

technology and payments. Kristen has a Bachelor of Science in both Psychology 
and Business Administration from Florida A&M University and a M.B.A from the 
University of Central Florida.

By Kristen Jason
Sr. Product Marketing Manager

Kristen is responsible for marketing strategy and content for Alacriti 
while staying abreast of industry trends. She offers over 17 years of 
marketing experience, including 8 years of experience in financial
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20022. The single-day migration is targeted for November 2023, leaving little time 
for credit unions to get a new UI system live. Current systems can’t be simply 
updated for ISO 20022 and typically require a vendor to help support the trans-
formation. While the U.S. market is somewhat late, we are rapidly adopting the 
standard, and credit unions need to adapt to take advantage of all of the rich 
data and operational efficiency ISO 20022 brings to the market.

The Growing Ubiquity of Real-Time Payments
The value of real-time payments, from receiving a paycheck earlier to being 
able to get money to family and friends instantly, goes beyond the convenience 
of the individual consumer. Business members are a particularly important 
audience. They are starting to see the opportunity costs of not having a financial 

continued

institution that provides them with the ability to
send and receive real-time transactions. They 
are also beginning to understand that they 
might be doing themselves a disservice by not 
being with a financial institution that can at 
least receive real-time payments. Most 
respondent organizations see the benefits of 
using RTP—66% of small businesses plan to make

real-time payments in the future, and 75% believe RTP will provide them with a 
competitive customer satisfaction advantage. Other business use cases include 
instant loan disbursements, conditional payments (e.g., the release of goods 
upon payment), or instant refunds for returned goods. Faster refunds can serve 
as a market differentiator by positively affecting overall satisfaction and loyalty.

Request for Payment (RfP), built on the rails of real-time payments, is the 
opportunity for a biller to message a payer notifying them that their bill is due 
with all of the relevant invoicing information. The payer then has the opportunity 
to respond by paying the bill in full or setting up the specific amount that they 
want to pay. The payment is transferred immediately and irrevocably, simplifying 
reconciliation and making it easy for the payer to stay on top of their bills 
without having to log in on a biller’s website. RfP can mean more sophisticated 
offerings for your business members, such as discounts for submitting on-time 
payments without having to do manual paperwork. As the popularity of 
real-time payments rises, credit unions should expect that RfPs will start to come 
in as well.

https://www.nacuso.org/


The TCH RTP network has 200 FIs right now, with more added each week, and is 
growing quite rapidly:

● 400,000+ transactions/day and growing 10-15% each month
● 62% of DDA balances are live
● ~1,000 RTN’s are listed on the Routing Table

The Upcoming FedNow Service Launch
Having a second real-time payment rail will drive even more possibilities and 
open the door for real-time payments ubiquity. In early 2023, the FedNow 
Service is scheduled to go live. The vast majority of financial institutions are 
predicted to be on the FedNow service, particularly credit unions.  

The pilot program began in January 2021, with 110 organizations working to 
develop, test, and support the FedNow Service. 2022 is anticipated to be a 
big year as they move from pilot testing to development. Already this year, 
anticipated pricing has been announced ($25 monthly participation fee per 
routing transit enrolling in the service, $0.045/credit transfer, and $.01/RfP). And 
in March, the FedNow Service Provider Showcase, which included Alacriti, was 
held to help serve as a catalog for credit unions to shop for potential solutions 
and on-ramps if they are interested in being a FedNow Participant. 

Moving Forward
There is a clear urgency for modernization. With the upcoming ISO 20022 
migration of FedWire, the growing importance of RTP and volume growth, and 
the FedNow pilot now in full gear and getting ready to launch, it’s time to take 
action. Now is the time to take a member-centric approach and look for a 
vendor that can support your transformation, prioritizing the user experience and 
its orchestration of the payment from clearing to settlement. A multi-rail access 
platform with a fast time to market is key for credit unions. This is especially true 
for those who don’t have the budgets to build independent connections and 
bring them back together through a middleware technology layer.
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for their members. One of the most important 
trends right now is Digital Account Opening. 
Streamlining the member account opening 
process creates a less demanding system for 
advisors. It allows for a quick and easy process, 
so advisors can build stronger relationships with 
their members by focusing on more meaningful 
financial matters and grow their business. We 
are also seeing a large segment of members 

wanting a digital investment platform. Many credit union members send their 
ACH transactions to outside fintech companies. It’s more critical than ever 
for credit unions to prioritize member retention by offering access to digital in-
vesting. Offering members digital account opening and a digital investment 
platform provides members a fully digital, end-to-end process for onboarding, 
account opening, funding, and trading.  And if done with single sign-on from a 
credit union’s online banking portal, it makes the experience even better for the 
member. 

By Justin Steitz
Chief Operating Officer

Justin Steitz serves as Chief Operating Officer of Copper Financial. 
In this role, he leads investment operations, compliance, and audit 
for the CommunityAmerica advisor channel as well as the broker-

What trends do you think are most important for the credit unions and CUSO 
industry in 2022?

Technology is the future. As we know, the pandemic created a considerable 
need for credit unions and CUSOs to offer more technology-based solutions 

dealer business unit. Before assuming this role in July 2013, Justin served as the 
Chief Compliance Officer for Ausdal Financial Partners, Inc., leading the effort 
to build an in-house broker-dealer. He began his career in an audit capacity 
with FINRA (Financial Industry Regulatory Authority) where he spent seven years. 
Justin graduated from Northwest Missouri State University with a BS in Finance. He 
and his wife have four kids. For more information, please visit cu.financial.
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What trends do you think are most important for the credit unions and CUSO 
industry in 2022?

2020 gave us the pandemic, lockdowns and record unemployment. 2021 said 
hold my beer and gave us variants, more lockdowns and what has been coined 
the Great Resignation, an era of unprecedented voluntary job changers. More 
than 47 million Americans voluntarily resigned from their jobs in 2021. Most of 
these folks were not retiring, but rather were reassessing what was important to 
them and felt empowered to pursue new opportunities.

In 2022, attracting and retaining top talent will be a top priority for credit unions 
and CUSOs. At present there are about 6 million job seekers in a marketplace of 
11.5 million jobs. With the balance of power shifted (for now) to the employee, 
credit unions need to understand what makes today’s workers join, stay, thrive 
and contribute to the organization’s success.

A Pew Research study found that the top three reasons workers left their jobs in 
2021 were low pay (63%), no opportunities for advancement (63%), and feeling 
disrespected at work (57%). Flexibility of hours (45%) was the fifth most cited 
reason. The majority of those surveyed viewed their new work situation as an 
improvement over their previous job. The trend favors employers that not only 
pay well, but create cultures that promote respect, optimism, and work-life 
balance. 

Work from home optionality is officially a thing. A recent NACFU survey showed 
that for credit unions above $1 billion, non-branch staff average over two work 
from home days per week. Smaller credit unions averaged about one work 
from home day per week. Fortunately, most studies have found work from home 
arrangements lead to greater employee productivity.

 in 2021, Bill was the Brokerage Managing Director of Capstone Partners, 
a nationally recognized insurance and investment services firm, where he 
collaborated with the top practitioners in the country on executive benefit 
programs for credit unions and other nonprofit organizations. 

Trends for 2022: 

CourseMark 
By Bill Parkinson
President and CEO

Bill Parkinson is the President and CEO of CourseMark, a credit 
union owned CUSO providing tailored solutions for alternative 
investments and executive benefits. Before launching CourseMark
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Notwithstanding the emphasis on opportunity, respect and flexibility, credit 
unions will still need competitive compensation and benefit programs to attract 
top talent. Robust healthcare plans, 401k matching, life and disability benefits, 
cost-of-living increases, parental leave, and childcare benefits will be consid-
ered the bare minimum. Senior management positions will demand retention 
programs and other executive benefits that reward performance and longevity. 

All of these adjustments come at a time when credit unions face considerable 
headwinds to growing the bottom line. Rising interest rates will likely slow loan 
growth and compress net interest margins. The recent push to reduce or elimi-
nate overdraft fees will put additional stress on credit union non-interest income. 

Record inflation rates are increasing expens-
es across the board and exacerbating the 
systemic trend of increasing wages. To cover 
the increasing cost of employee engagement 
initiatives and rising employee benefit expenses, 
credit unions will look to alternative investments 
for new, non-interest revenue channels. Under 
NCUA reg701.19(c), these otherwise impermis-

sible investments allow credit unions to direct a portion of excess liquidity into 
potentially higher earning assets to cover employee benefit expenses. Addition-
ally, investments in CUSOs will provide credit unions opportunities for collabora-
tion, economies of scale and diversification of revenue channels.

Another creative way credit unions can enhance the bottom line is through their 
charitable giving. Credit unions typically budget an annual giving amount that 
comes out of operating income. NCUA reg 721 allows credit unions to establish 
Charitable Donation Accounts (CDAs) to free up budget dollars for other uses 
and use investment returns to fund charitable interests. CDAs help build brand 
awareness not only with members but with the new breed of worker that puts a 
premium on shared values and personal fulfillment in the workplace.

Smart employers will look for innovative ways to adjust to this new normal. One 
employer I know of did away with PTO (paid time off) completely and renamed 
it TPO - Trust, Presence and Ownership. The idea being, we’re not going to 
watch you like Big Brother. We trust you, so embrace your role and take your 
responsibilities seriously. Credit unions will need to look for similarly creative ways 
to secure talent in what some are now calling, the Great Renegotiation.  

https://www.nacuso.org/
https://coursemark.com/


What trends do you think are most important for the credit unions and CUSO 
industry in 2022?

Within financial services, the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated consumers’ 
expectations and demand for online services. Consumer’s today expect to be 
able to conduct a broad range of their financial transactions online in a safe 
and secure manner. They also expect to be able to conduct their financial 
business from anywhere in the country at all hours of the day. This trend will 
continue in 2022 and beyond and is especially important for credit unions and 
credit union service organizations (CUSOs) to consider as they develop, refine, 
and implement their digital strategy.

Credit unions and CUSOs have an opportunity to meet their members wherever 
they are in their online journey, whether their members are just starting out or are 
already taking advantage of available services. Even in an online world, credit 
unions can continue to provide that personal touch that has been the hallmark 
of their model since April 6, 1909 when St. Mary’s Cooperative Credit Association 
became the first U.S. credit union to open its doors in New Hampshire. Looking 
back on the past two years and examining the accelerated adoption of online 
services, it’s clear that credit unions and CUSOs have a chance to capitalize on 
this trend and provide increased efficiency, collaboration, and engagement to 
their members. 

Take notarization as an example. Today, many credit unions offer notarization in 
their branches free of charge to their members. However, this service is typically 
only provided in-person, leaving out a large segment of members that would 
prefer an online option or would benefit from one. Across the country, several 
credit unions have recognized this and have already started to offer remote 
online notarization (RON) services to their members. 

roles at the Boston Consulting Group, Visa, and Plaid. He is based in San Francisco 
with his wife and two children.

By Reed Bouchelle
Head of Financial Services Policy

Reed Bouchelle is Vice President of Strategic Partnerships at 
Notarize. Reed has nearly 20 years experience in financial services 
and insurance, and has held strategy and business development

Trends for 2022: 

Notarize
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It is also important that technology solutions 
expand access for consumers. Given the broad 
and diverse membership of credit unions across 
the United States, RON does just that. RON tech-
nology vendors, like Notarize, provide access to 
Spanish language functions and notaries, mak-
ing RON an accessible option for non-English 
speaking users. Not only will this help address

10

Notarizing documents online with RON is simpler, smarter, and safer than tradi-
tional paper-based notarizations. Consumers and credit unions can use RON to-
day to meet their notarization requirements from anywhere by connecting with 
a notary authorized to perform RON. In 2021, 10 states passed permanent laws 
authorizing notaries to perform RON, including in New York. To date, a total of 40 
states have passed laws authorizing their notaries to perform this critical service 
for consumers’ most important transactions.

RON meets all of the requirements of traditional notarization, and documents 
notarized online are as legally valid as those notarized on paper. In fact, RON 
uses modern technologies to enhance the traditional paper process, including: 

● Use of a live secure audio/video connection to connect with a
commissioned notary public and the creation of an A/V recording of
each session;

● A multi-step identity verification process for verifying signers;
● Production of a detailed audit log; and
● Application of tamper-evident technologies to each document.

continued

the diverse needs of credit union members, but will also help expand the market 
for multilingual notaries. In addition to expanded language options, RON pro-
vides critical access to notaries public for consumers who live in rural or remote 
areas of the country. And even if they lack high-speed internet, as long as the 
consumer has a cell phone connection, they can connect with a notary via the 
Notarize phone app. 

Digital solutions, like RON, will help credit unions and CUSOs who are looking for 
a competitive edge attract new members and maintain existing ones. In 2021 
nearly three-quarters of U.S. adults banked online, including many new custom-
ers that opened accounts, downloaded mobile banking apps, and established 
new habits that offer more security, convenience, and flexibility, according to 
Business Insider. 

https://www.nacuso.org/
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Another survey found significant potential for digital tools to drive loyalty, espe-
cially among younger generations, according to a 2021 survey by Mobiquity. 
The survey also found that 40% of respondents are likely to switch accounts to 
get better digital tools, and 37% of respondents said that they are more likely to 
switch banks than they were in the past.

Many credit unions and CUSOs are also searching for digital tools that they 
can deploy quickly. These tools need to also drive down costs, provide for a 
safer online experience, and receive a return on investment. When exploring 
just one use case for RON for mortgage closings, Notarize recently worked with 
MarketWise to conduct a study of existing customers who have implemented 
RON for eClosings. The findings are notable; whether the customer integrated 
hybrid or full eClosings, the study indicated that RON provided a significant 
return on investment for the lenders - saving them up to $444 per loan. RON also 
helped settlement agents save up to $97 a loan. Given the current mortgage 
landscape with rates rising, limited inventory, and a competitive lending market 
- incorporating RON is now a necessity. RON allows credit union members
the chance to close on a loan from anywhere without the hassle of finding a
notary or the need to close in-person. This kind of consumer-friendly change will
significantly boost members’ satisfaction, and that is a trend worth watching in
2022.

https://www.notarize.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw-daUBhCIARIsALbkjSZg_UEOgd8sLVZbBMB-l9U6vQkgrWFp_wrygEwjRDu4vCQT9hILnw0aAgAmEALw_wcB
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Mortgage software that processes your member’s mortgage application with-
out any human intervention and gives you a credit decision in 3-5 days. Utilizing 
over 300 elements of non-traditional criteria when determining member credit 
worthiness to help approve 25% - 30% more members for loans. Software that 
verifies your member while they are telling you what they are calling about, 
eliminating fraud, combined with conversational AI to help answer their ques-
tions quickly and easily 24 hours a day.  

These are just some of the exciting new tech solutions that we heard about at 
NACUSO’s 2022 Network Conference in Orlando. With 26 competitors compet-
ing for the top 6 spots to be on stage for our 10th annual Next Big Idea Compe-
tition, we heard and saw some great new ideas to help serve more members, 
quickly and efficiently.

We also had over 20 CUSOs nominated for the CUSO of the Year Awards that 
we presented during the conference, and once again were inspired by what 
we heard from these dynamic organizations.  

The winning Next Big Idea was a collaboration between two CUSOs, Illuma Labs 
who has developed technology that verifies your member while they are pro-
viding the reason for their call, and Posh, the conversational artificial intelligence 
system that helps answer many of your members questions immediately without 
human intervention around-the-clock. The Illuma/POSH collaboration is a prime 
example of innovation driven by the direct request of their credit union owners/
clients. It’s the advancement they asked for, and by combining solutions, they 
help credit unions make a big step forward in digital transformation with measur-
able impact on operational efficiency, security and member experience. 

by Money magazine. Jack was former head of the Consumer Banking Group at 
one of the five largest banks in America. Jack was also Vice Chairman & CFO at 
one of the largest credit card companies. 

Exciting New Technology  

NACUSO
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By Jack Antonini
President and CEO

Jack Antonini was appointed president/CEO of NACUSO in 2010. 
Jack was the former President & CEO of USAA Federal Savings 
Bank when USAA FSB was recognized as “Best Bank in America” 

https://www.nacuso.org/


Second place in the Next Big Idea Competition was Qcash Financial. Qcash has 
developed life event loans for credit union members, for unexpected events. 
Over 167 million U.S. consumers, or two-thirds of Americans, struggle financially. 
Over 40% of Americans do not have $400 to cover an emergency. Qcash can 
help members in under 60 seconds with immediate funding, and does not use 
traditional credit scores, but rather relational underwriting. With over 700,000 life 
event loans, Qcash positions credit unions to be the “financial first responders” 
for their members. 

Zest AI won our New CUSO of the Year Award. Founded by former Google and 
CapitalOne executives, they realized traditional credit scoring was inadequate 

decision $5 billion in loans to 5 million members, and delivered $1 billion in profit 
from reduced credit losses. 
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and does not serve the full market. Instead, Zest 
AI uses 300 elements to understand the credit 
risk of all types of borrowers (rather than the 25-
30 traditional credit scoring engines used) and is 
able to render a decision nearly instantaneously. 
Their model helps increase loan approvals by 
25% - 30% and each model is customized for 
each credit union, based on their goals. To 
date, Zest AI has delivered 121 models, helping

LenderClose won our CUSO of the Year – Contemporary CUSO Model, due to 
their very contemporary approach to raising capital, leveraging technology 
and managing their CUSO to significantly help credit unions serve their mem-
bers’ financial needs. Today, over 400 credit unions use LenderClose’s fintech 
platform. The fintech has delivered tremendous value to its partners by acceler-
ating and automating the residential real estate and home equity lending pro-
cesses. 

Last year, LenderClose concluded its $10 million CUSO Series B funding round 
and grew their employee and leadership roster from 32 to 72 and allowed the 
company to double its revenue yet again! The proprietary technology is API 
powered and enables credit unions to process loans faster, more efficiently, and 
creates a better member borrowing experience. LenderClose developed soft-
ware that allows the member to complete an application and the loan pro-
ceeds through the workflow, and only notifies the loan officer if there is an issue 
or exception, delivering a mortgage approval in 3-5 days.

https://www.nacuso.org/


Prodigy won our CUSO of the Year – Traditional CUSO Model Award. Prodigy’s 
story is inspiring, especially when you consider its humble beginnings. In the 
1990’s an old core was going out of business and users had very limited options, 
so 9 small credit unions (each under $50 million in assets) decided to buy the 
source code out of the bankruptcy court and formed CU Data Processing. They 
hired some programming staff and ran their own core system so they could 
influence their own destiny.  

Prodigy has reinvented themselves by re-writing their core system, and again by 
adopting a fully cloud based model. Today they have 24 credit unions owners 
and 41 credit unions who use their core system, all of whom volunteered to 
an increase in pricing to support increased staffing at Prodigy, since Prodigy 
was saving each CU so much through automation. A wonderful example of 
collaboration and providing consistent value to their credit union partners, 
Prodigy is a living example of the benefits of credit unions working together for 
the benefit of their members. 

Member Driven Technologies (MDT) won our CUSO of the Year – Distinguished 
Service Award. This special award recognizes CUSOs who have provided 
substantial value and help to credit unions and their members over a long 
period of time. Member Driven Technologies accomplishments are significant, 
including serving credit unions for nearly two decades and growing from the 7 
founding credit unions to 120 credit unions, serving 2 million members with $20 
billion in assets, all done by referrals from existing credit union owner/clients!  

We love the collaboration MDT uses with their CEO Forum to help set priorities, 
and how they share the benefits of economies of scale with all MDT credit 
union clients is truly living the People Helping People vision of the credit union 
movement.

These exciting solutions that are helping credit unions serve more members 
faster and when the member needs help, are great examples of how new 
technologies are being harnessed to help credit union members when they 
need the help most. 

Learn more about NACUSO at www.nacuso.org or www.nacusonetwork.com.
You can also meet Jack Antonini at NACUSO’s 2023 Network Conference, 

March 27-29th at the Wynn Las Vegas Resort.
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Traditional CUSO Model:

CUSO of the Year – Prodigy
Prodigy’s story is inspiring, especially when you consider its humble beginnings. 
In the 1990’s an old core was going out of business and users had very limited 
options, so 9 small credit unions (each under $50 million in assets) decided to 
buy the source code out of the bankruptcy court & formed CU Data Processing.
They hired some programming staff and ran their own core system so they 
could influence their own destiny. Prodigy has reinvented themselves by re-
writing their core system, and again by adopting a fully cloud based model... 
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Presented by NACUSO: 

2022 CUSO of the Year Awards
The CUSO Awards have evolved over the years as they date back to 1998, but 
the core purpose of the awards remains; to recognize CUSO’s with stories of 
great accomplishments and innovation that push for advancements within the 
industry. Candidates for the award are evaluated based on thought leadership 
and critical thinking; innovation in organization design; value created through 
collaboration; implementation and execution; and results, outcomes, and 
performance. For 2022, the legacy CUSO of the Year Award was separated to 
honor two different CUSO models; one of which is a Contemporary CUSO Model 
and the other a Traditional CUSO Model. The additional awards for 2022 were 
for NEW CUSO of the Year as well as the CUSO of the Year – Distinguished 
Service Award that was introduced in 2021. 

See below for the Award Winning CUSOs of 2022:

Contemporary CUSO Model: 

CUSO of the Year – LenderClose
LenderClose has taken a very contemporary approach to raising capital, le-
veraging technology and managing their CUSO while having a significant and 
growing impact in helping credit unions serve their members’ mortgage needs. 
Focusing on and helping their client base led to automating the mortgage orig-
ination process so the system moves through the workflow automatically, and 
only notifies the loan officer if there is an issue or an exception! We also thought 
their Board Governance was impressive with the experienced and insightful 
leaders they have on their Board, challenging and encouraging Omar Jordan 
and the LenderClose team.

https://www.lenderclose.com/
https://www.cuprodigy.com/our-cuso.html
https://www.nacuso.org/
https://www.lenderclose.com/


New CUSO of the Year – Zest AI
Zest AI has leveraged technology to help credit unions better serve their mem-
bers by utilizing over 300 elements of non-traditional criteria when determining 
credit worthiness. Zest AI helps credit unions get more members while helping 
them approve 25% to 30% more members for loans. Each model is unique to 
each credit union and is essentially that CU’s model, so it helps them to be more 
efficient in their lending while helping to serve more members. 
Zest AI really impressed us with how they work so collaboratively with each of 
their 30 current credit union clients. In the last three years, Zest AI has delivered 
121 models, helping to decision $5 billion in loans to 5 million members and 
delivering $1 bil-lion in improved earnings from reduced credit losses!

Distinguished Service Award – 
Member Driven Technologies
This special award recognizes CUSOs who have provided substantial value and 
help to credit unions and their members over a long period of time. We believe 
that Member Driven Technologies (MDT) falls into this unique group of industry 
leaders. MDT accomplishments are significant, including serving credit unions for 
nearly two decades and growing from the 7 founding credit unions to 120 credit 
unions, serving 2 million members with $20 billion in assets, all done by referrals 
from existing credit union owner/clients is amazing! We loved the collaboration 
MDT uses with their CEO Forum to help set priorities, and how they share the 
benefits of economies of scale with all MDT credit union clients is truly living the 
People Helping People vision of the credit union movement.
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Today they have 24 credit unions owners and 41 credit unions who use their 
core system, all of whom volunteered to an increase in pricing to support in-
creased staffing at Prodigy, since Prodigy was saving each CU so much through 
automation. A wonderful example of collaboration and providing consistent 
value to their credit union partners.

https://www.zest.ai/
https://www.zest.ai/
https://www.mdtmi.com/
https://www.mdtmi.com/
https://www.nacuso.org/
https://www.cuprodigy.com/our-cuso.html


The tenth annual Next Big Idea Competition took place on Tuesday April 26, 
during the NACUSO Network Conference at Walt Disney World Resorts. Six 
finalists were chosen by a selection committee as they presented innovation 
and drive for advancements within the industry thus making it to the top six out 
of twenty-six competitors. It was a close competition with a voting difference of 
2% separating winner and runner-up.

voice authentication solution with conversational AI IVR from Posh.

Coming in close behind was QCash Financial who was named the runner-
up of this year’s competition. QCash puts members first with their innovative, 
relationship-based lending platform that provides no credit check loans in under 
60 seconds. The idea is to work with credit unions to advance financial inclusion 
through access to lending resources when members need it most.

The Next Big Idea Competition is our version of the popular 
TV Show “Shark Tank” designed to showcase innovation, 
collaboration, and advancements among our industry. This 
years’ competition was close; with only a 2% difference 
between winner and runner up. 

Illuma Labs Claimed the Title of the 2022 
Next Big Idea Competition!

We’re honored to have our partners at CO-OP 
Solutions sponsor the competition with a prize 
pool of $10,000. The award for first place is set at 
$7,500 with second place set to receive $2,500.
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continued

Ultimately claiming the winning title of the 2022 
Next Big Idea Competition was Illuma Labs 
who presented on stage with Posh Technologies 
and received 29% of attendee votes. Illuma 
and Posh have partnered together to enable 
credit union members to securely access their 
accounts by voice recognition verification. This is 
a result of integrating the Illuma Shield™ passive

https://www.nacuso.org/
https://illuma.cx/
https://qcashfinancial.com/
https://www.nacuso.org/nacuso-partners-2/platinum-partners/


In addition, this is the third year in which CO-OP Solutions sponsored the 
competition with a total prize pool offering of $10,000. Illuma Labs received 
$7,500 as the first-place winner of the competition and the remaining $2,500 was 
awarded to QCash Financial as the second-place winner.

Special recognition goes out to the additional four finalists: ChangEd CUSO, 
Dora, JUDI.AI, and Quilo. 

The 11th annual Next Big Idea Competition will be held during the NACUSO 
Network Conference at the Wynn Las Vegas Resort, March 27-29, 2023.
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https://www.nacuso.org/


NACUSO Featured Stories
Read more about NACUSO Network check out these stories below!

“The Road to Success is Paved with Capital 
(from Sale/Leasebacks)”
By Guy Messick 
From CUToday

“Amanda Reflects on the 2022 NACUSO 
Network Conference”
By Amanda Reed 
NACUSO Marketing and Membership Officer 

“NACUSO Network Coverage: Hood Outlines 
‘Challenges’ to CUs, Future for CUSOs”
By CUToday

“NACUSO Network Coverage: Name Chosen 
Deliberately for Session; Members Aren’t Asking, 
They’re Just Going Elsewhere”
By CUToday 

“NACUSO Network Coverage: And the Winner of 
the Next Big Idea Competition Is...”
By CUToday 

“Famed 2-Sport Athlete Shares His Story”
By CUToday
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http://www.cutoday.info/site/THE-tude/The-Road-to-Success-is-Paved-with-Capital-from-Sale-Leasebacks
http://www.cutoday.info/site/THE-tude/The-Road-to-Success-is-Paved-with-Capital-from-Sale-Leasebacks
http://www.nacuso.org/2022/05/05/reflection-of-nacuso-network-conference/
http://www.nacuso.org/2022/05/05/reflection-of-nacuso-network-conference/
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-Hood-Outlines-Challenges-to-CUs-Future-for-CUSOs
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-Hood-Outlines-Challenges-to-CUs-Future-for-CUSOs
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-Name-Chosen-Deliberately-for-Session-Members-Aren-t-Asking-They-re-Just-Going-Elsewhere
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-Name-Chosen-Deliberately-for-Session-Members-Aren-t-Asking-They-re-Just-Going-Elsewhere
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-Name-Chosen-Deliberately-for-Session-Members-Aren-t-Asking-They-re-Just-Going-Elsewhere
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-And-the-Winner-of-the-Next-Big-Idea-Competition-Is
http://www.cutoday.info/Fresh-Today/NACUSO-Network-Coverage-And-the-Winner-of-the-Next-Big-Idea-Competition-Is
https://www.cutoday.info/THE-feature/Famed-2-Sport-Athlete-Shares-His-Story
https://www.nacuso.org/


We’d like to thank all of our year-round 
partners who make it possible for us to 
support and create opportunities for 
growth, innovation and collaboration 
within the credit union industry.

2022 Partners




